SINCE the appearance of Enflo's negative solution to the approximation problem [3] , only a few positive general results on the approximation properties have been obtained. However, it is shown in [2] that any separable Banach space with the metric approximation property (M.A.P.) has the commuting metric approximation property. More precisely, if X has (MAP) there exists a sequence {R n } of finite rank operators such that lim ||x -7?^c || = 0
L Introduction
SINCE the appearance of Enflo's negative solution to the approximation problem [3] , only a few positive general results on the approximation properties have been obtained. However, it is shown in [2] that any separable Banach space with the metric approximation property (M.A.P.) has the commuting metric approximation property. More precisely, if X has (MAP) there exists a sequence {R n } of finite rank operators such that lim ||x -7?^c || = 0
(1)
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for all x e X, with lim \R n || = 1 and
•+<> (2) for all k 9* n. Sequences of finite rank operators which satisfy (1) are called approximating sequences in this paper. The result was known much before in the case of shrinking approximating sequences [11] , hence in particular in the reflexive case.
In the present work we exhibit tight connections between the existence of a projection with a >v*-closed kernel in the H»*-closure of an approximating sequence and the construction of commuting approximating sequences. This permits us to improve control of commuting approximating sequences when X does not contain /i(N), and provides an alternative proof of the results of [2] in that case. Combined with techniques from [5] , these methods allow us to show that (UMAP) implies commuting (UMAP) for arbitrary separable Banach spaces. We recall that a separable Banach space X has the unconditional metric approximation property (UMAP) if there exists an approximating sequence {R H } on X such that lim ||/-2/U=l.
«-•+»
We show that any separable Banach space with (UMAP) has an approximating sequence satisfying (2) and (3).
We now turn to a detailed discussion of our results. In Section 2 we prove three lemmas which provide commuting approximating sequences. In the case when {R n } is w*-convergent to a projection with >v*-closed kernel (Lemma II.1) or in the case when the norm of the commutators tend to zero (Lemma II.2), slight perturbations of appropriate convex combinations satisfy (2) . If we simply know that the w*-closure of {/?"} contains a projection with w "-closed kernel, then we need perturbations of operators from the convex semi-group generated by {R n } (Lemma II.3). In Section 3 we use the ball topology (see [6] ) to show that the assumptions of Lemma II.3 are satisfied by any approximating sequence of contractions on a Banach space X not containing /i(N). An improvement of ( [2] , Theorem 2.4) in the case A r 25/,(N) follows. Note that the commuting approximating sequence obtained by the approach of [2] does not necessarily consist of operators which are uniformly close to the convex semi-group generated by a given approximating sequence.
In Section 4 we use Lemma II.l and techniques from [5] to show that any separable space with (UMAP) has commuting (UMAP) (Theorem IV.l). The crucial point is to show that the kernel of the limit projection is »v*-closed (see Claim FV.3). Note that this point is simpler to show when one assumes that X does not contain c o (IM) ( [7] , Prop. 2.8). A corollary is a satisfactory structure theorem for separable spaces with (UMAP) (Corollary IV.4). An Appendix, which concludes Section IV, contains a simpler proof of Theorem FV.l in the case of the complex (UMAP) on a complex Banach space. This alternative approach relies on the use of Hermitian operators and on a theorem of Sinclair [21] . In Section V we exhibit a subspace J of the dual of a Banach space X not containing /](N) which plays an important role in dualization of approximating sequences.
We use classical notation, as can be found e.g. in [17] . The closed unit ball of a Banach space X is denoted B x . We refer to [2] and references therein for recent progress on the approximation properties. Our reference for classical notions of Banach space theory is [17] . 
II. Construction of commuting approximating sequences
/!-» + »
We still have P = w* -lim (t/J*), hence for all x* e M and x** e X** lim (x**, t/^*> = (Px**, x*> = <x**, x*> (5) and by (3), we still have lim || GC: ||=0.
Since M x = Ker(P) is the kernel of a bounded projection, M is locally complemented in X* ( [13] ), that is, there exists A e R such that for every finite-dimensional subspace F of X*, there exists A: F-* M with \\A || =£ A and L(x*) = x* for all x*eFnM. If follows from (6) and a proper choice of a finite-dimensional space F n containing C*(X*) that there exist operators V n , with V* = A n C*, such that lim ||C-VJ|=0 (7) rt-#. + » and Vt(X*)^M (8) for all n ^ 1. Clearly, {V n } is an approximating sequence and {V*} satisfies (5). It then follows from (8) that for all n > 1
Now a perturbation lemma (see [22] , Proof of Lemma III.9.2, p. 315-316) provides a subsequence {V n J of {V n } and a sequence {B k } of finite rank operators such that
and for all n>k, B n B k =B k and B*Bt = Bt, thus B k B n = B k . The lemma now follows from (7) and (9 Now we let again Q: X*-*X*/M be the canonical quotient map, and L n = e^*-Since G*((^*/A/)*) = M ± , it follows from (12) that for any y* e {X*IM)\ lim ||L n V||=0.
Note that by (14), we have for any sequence {U k } of successive convex combinations of {R n } and any x* e M that w-lim t/Jx* = x*.
We may now finish the proof along the lines of the proof of Lemma II. 1, substituting (15) and (16) to (2) and (4). Our next lemma addresses the slightly more complicated situation when there is a projection P with w*-closed kernel in the H»*-closure of an approximating sequence. 
Since the R' n s are finite rank operators, the space
is separable, and so is M which is by (17) 
It now follows from (17), (18) and the separability of Z that there exists a sequence {/)"} of successive convex combinations of {R k } such that for all x* sZ
and for all x* s M,
Qearly {£>"} is still an approximating sequence. We now observe that if 5 and T are operators such that \\Sx -x\\ < e and \\Tx -x\\ < e for some x s X and e > 0 then ||57i-* || = ||5(7*-x)+ (&-*) || Using this observation, we find that for any subsequence {U k } of {D n }, if we let then {V k } is still an approximating sequence and {Vt} still satisfies (20) . Since the D'^ are finite rank operators, (19) shows that the subsequence can be chosen in such a way that lim ||GVJf||= lim \\QU; +i Ut\\=0.
It now follows from (20) (with the Vfs) that for any n & 1 lim sup ||VfV* -V*|| * (1 + Af) \\QVt\\ (22) with A/ = sup {|| VJ||: A: 3= 1}, while on the other hand
*-»+«
It is easy to deduce from (21), (22) and (23) then any of its w*-cluster points in L(X**) is a projection with w*-closed kernel. This shows that finding such a projection is essentially a necessary step in our constructions. For instance, if an approximating sequence {/?"} is w*-convergent (for the Frechet filter) in L(X**), then it satisfies the conclusion of Lemma II.l if and only if its w*-limit is a projection with H»*-closed kernel.
2) The projection P from the proof of Lemma II.2 depends in general upon the ultrafilter 1L. For instance, if {R n } are the partial sums associated to the summing basis of c o (N), and (e k ) is the canonical basis of /i(N), we have for n > k
m. Commoting approximation in spaces which do not contain / t (N)
The main result of this section is an improvement of ([2], Theorem 2.4) in the special case when the space on which approximation is performed fails to contain /i(N). THEOREM 
We denote by ST* the closure of {T**; T e 5^} in L(X**) equipped with the w*-operator topology, and Note that %7 i 0 since {R n } is an approximating sequence. We equip y 0 with the order relation =e defined by: S=£ T if ||5x**|| « Tx**\\ for all x** e X**.
It follows from w*-compactness that the set (5*o, =£) is (downwards) inductive. We denote by P a minimal element.
The set 5^0 is a convex semi-group. Indeed convexity is clear, and to check that (UV) G % when U G % and V e %, we write U = w* -lim I/**, and then
and (I/ a V p ) e ^ provided that (/" e V and V p e 5^. We now claim that P is a projection. Indeed since P is minimal and ||5|| =£ 1 for all 5 e Sf 0 , we have ||5Px**|| = ||P***|| for all 5 e % and all x** e X**.
Applying this observation to provides = ||P 2 x**-Px**||.
But since we have we have IJ/^x** -Px**|| =s2n -1 for all n s> 1, hence P 2 = P. Clearly, we have ||P || = 1. We need the following crucial claim.
Claim III.2. If *3S/i(IM) and P = X**-+X** is a projection with ||P|| = 1 and P(X**)QX, the space Ker(P) is w*-closed.
Proof of Claim 111.2.
Recall that the ball topology b Y on a Banach space Y equipped with a given norm, is the coarsest topology for which the closed balls are closed (see [6] is u»*-closed, and Claim III.2 follows by the Banach-Dieudonn6 theorem.
To conclude the proof of Theorem III.l we observe that since the semi-group V is uniformly separable, we can find a sequence {R n } in y such that p x « = w* -lim R**x** for some ultrafilter 11 and for all x** e X**. It follows from our assumptions that ||.|| is an equivalent norm on X. Clearly ||5||«1 for all 5 e if. Using the separability of X, we easily construct an approximating sequence {7^} in y. Now the corollary is an immediate consequence of Theorem m.l.
We do not know whether Corollary TH3 (or equivalently, Theorem Hl.l) holds true for an arbitrary separable Banach space.
FV. The unconditional metric approximation property
We recall that a separable Banach space X has the unconditional metric approximation property (in short, (UMAP)) if there exists an approximating sequence {R n } such that limn^+oo \\I-2R n \\ = 1. This notion is defined and studied in 
In particular, every separable Banach space with (UMAP) has the commuting (UMAP).
Proof. Let {R n } be as above. Then, by ([5] , Th. 6.5 and Th. 7.5), for any *•• e exists, and T e L(X**) is a projection from X** onto the ^'-sequential closure Ba(X) of X in X**, such that ||/-271=1. To prove the theorem, it suffices by Lemma n.l to check that Ker(T) is w*-closed. By addition, it follows that for a 3> a 0
\\(x+x a )-(I-2R k J(x a -x)\\<e
and thus if a 5» a 0
Qaim FV^ follows since e > 0 is arbitrary. We now prove another crucial result. 
a exists for all x e X and satisfies x(x) = t(-x). The local reflexivity principle implies (see e.g. [9] ) the existence of a net {v p } in B x such that u** = w*-Mm(v p ), Hence if the fa and a satisfy the above conditions, we have ||x + «**||-|x + z-2=|| <(4N +4)r,+^.
We now choose TV" and 77. There exists A > 0 and W a weak neighbourhood of 0 in X such that
We choose N such that M = AN +1 satisfies M s» sup {2/5, 2/A} and then 77 > 0 such that
Since /3i, then B 2 , then /3 3) ..., then B M can be chosen arbitrarily large such that there exists a for which (7) holds, (3) shows that we can ensure that Let us mention that if we assume that X j> /i(N) in Theorem IV.l then Ker(T) = {0}, while if we assume that Xrt> c o (N), the proof that Ker(T) is n»*-closed can be simplified (see [7] , Prop. 2.8).
Our next result provides a complete description of spaces with (UMAP). To prove 1), it suffices to apply ( [19] ): the space V, is defined to be the completion of (£(BA n (X)) equipped with the norm
The map Q((a n )) = £ a n is a quotient map from V t onto X, whose right inverse is given by
The assertion 2) is in ( [5] , Th. 9.3). We recall a simple proof, based on a well-known interpolation argument (see [16] ). We denote by % the group of isomorphisms J of V, = (2 ®E n ) defined by /(2 e n ) = (2 £"£")> where e n e {-1,1} N is a given choice of signs. We call the canonical quotient map, and we define a new norm of V* by ll|w*lll=sup{||e/i»*|U.;7 6 «}.
We denote P e the completion of (S'©^«) with respect to the predual norm |||.|||*. It is easily seen that
11*11* HIMIL (io)
for all x e S. Since the F.D.D. {£"} is (1 + e)-unconditional on V e , we also have
for all v e (2' ®E n ). It follows from (10) and (11) that X is isomorphic to a complemented subspace of V t . It follows from (9) that P, has a 1-unconditional F.D.D. Since A r 3i/i(N), X* does not contain c o (N). It foUows that P* does not contain c o (N). Indeed if not, there exists a sequence of blocks (w*) e P* with Ilk* |||=i (12) and }oo.
By (12), there exists /" e %, such that
If x* = QJ H w*, for any choice of signs T) t = ±1, there exists since (w*) is a sequence of blocks e k = ±1 such that and then it follows from (13) that sup {IS w|| ; # * 1, i fc = ±l} « M.
/-i
But (14) and (15) We may now follow the lines of the proof of Lemma II.l to obtain finite rank operators V n with V*{X*) g M and convex combinations {C n } of {R n } such that lim HK.-CJI =0 (17) n-»+oo and for all x* e M lim ||**-Kjx*||=0.
Clearly, (17) and (18) All these spaces are failing (UMAP). We refer to [7] for (UMAP) in certain subspaces of L 1 , and more relevant examples. We recall that a 1-complemented subspace of a space with a 1-unconditional basis has, in the complex case, a 1-unconditional basis Appendix. An alternative proof of Theorem IV.l in the complex case. We recall that a complex Banach space X has complex (UMAP) if there exists an approximating sequence {R n } on X such that lim ||/ -(1 + A)R n ||=l for any AeC with |A| = 1 (see [5] , §8). Using Hermitian operators, we can give a simpler proof of "(UMAP) implies (UCMAP)" in the complex case.
If X has C-UMAP, by ([5] , Lemma 8.1) there exists a sequence {A n } of finite rank operators such that n-1 for all x e X and sup I; Xj e C, |A ; | = 1, n s* l) < 1 + e.
As in the proof of Theorem FV.l we have M>* -2 A** = P pointwise on X**, with P the Hermitian projection from A'** onto Ba(X). If ||x|| = ||**|| =X*(JC) = 1, we have
and by (1) 2 (x*(A^t)| < 1 + e.
n-1
Given 5 > 0, we can find e > 0 such that (2) and (3) imply 2\Im(x*(A a x))\<8.
n-1
Hence if S n = 2 A k , |/m(a:*(5^c))| < S.
*-i
It follows that there exists an approximating sequence {R n } such that R k R n = R n if k > n, Urn ||7 -2R n \\ = 1, and lim (v n ) = 0, with v n = supil/m^*^^))!; ||x*|| = ||x|| =x*(x) = 1}.
For all f e R, we have (see [1] )
since (/ -R k )R n = 0. We now use an ultraproduct argument. Let °U be a free ultrafilter on N, let S and R be the elements provided by {R n } and a subsequence in the ultrapower algebra 
V. Minimal projections and a distinguished subspace of certain dual spaces
For a given Banach space X, we set 9 X = {Y^X**; Y = Ker{P), with P 2 = P, ||P|| = 1, P(X**)^X}.
The following geometrical statement is related to our results. The proof of Theorem III.l shows that Sf is inductive when equipped with the order: S =s T if ||&t**|| « ||7JC**|| for all x** e X**, and that the non-empty set M of minimal elements of Sf consists of projections.
We pick P and Q two projections in M. By minimality, we have for all x** e X**. Hence (QP) and (PQ) belong to M and are projections. Moreover Ker(QP) = Ker(P), hence (/ -QP)(X**) = Ker(P). Thus PQP = P and therefore P(X**) = PQ(X**). and in particular R is determined by its range. Since P(X**) = PQ(X**), it follows that /»= PQ, hence Ker(Q) c Ker(P). Since P and Q were arbitrary elements of ^, we conclude that L = Ker(P) does not depend upon the choice of P e M.
If we pick now Y = Ker(Q) E 3^, we find P e ^ with P =£ & and then for every x** e A!"** and thus Ker(Q) = Y^L = Ker(P).
We denote J the subspace of X* such that J x = h-The space / is closely related to the dualization of approximating sequences. For instance, one has the following proposition. Note that b) means that, at least when X* is separable with A.P., the space J is the largest space for which a) holds true.
Proof, a) It follows from Theorem III.l that there is an approximating sequence {C k } in 5f such that lim sup{|| [C n ,C k ] ||; n&k} = 0.
By the proof of Lemma n.2 we have w-lim C*x*=x*.
n-»+«
For all x* e M, where M is a subspace of X* such that M x is the kernel of a contractive projection. By Proposition 1, we have Af-L cL=/ x hence J^M. Since (1) implies that M is separable, we can conclude the proof of a) by a convex combination argument. b) If X* is separable with A.P. then it has M.A.P. and thus X has M.A.P. (see [17] , § l.e). Moreover we have and K(X)** = L{X**).
We denote P e L(X**) a projection with \\P\\ = 1 and P(X**) 2 A" such that Ker(P) = L=J ± . It follows from (2) that there exists an approximating sequence {R n } and a ultrafilter <& such that for all x** e *••. We denote by Q = X*-+X*/J the canonical quotient map. Reproducing the proof of Lemma II.3 with M =J, we construct an approximating sequence {V n } of contractions such that lim || CK n * ||=0 (3) and for all x* e/ lim ||O*-** 11=0.
Now since J ± is the kernel of a bounded projection, / is locally complemented in X*. It then follows from (3) that there exists a sequence {£"} of finite rank operators such that lim ||£ n -K,||=0
and E*(X*) £/. This shows b).
Remarks V.3. 1) We do not know whether / is always a strict subspace of X* when X non containing /)(N) is separable but X* is not. In fact, we do not know whether /, which clearly is a norming subspace of X", always coincide with the minimal norming subspace N x of X* for all spaces X not containing /i(N) (see [6] , Th. 5.6 for the existence of the space N x ).
2) In general norm-one projections on X** with kernel / x are not unique. For instance, take X = Z** a non-reflexive bidual not containing /,(N). 
